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ZoomText

The world's best magnification and screen reading software for the visually impaired. ZoomText 

enlarges and enhances everything on your computer screen, making all of your applications easy to 

see and use.

Our patented xFont technology displays crystal clear text at all magnification levels, providing 

unmatched relief from eyestrain and fatigue.

ZoomText will also read aloud anything on your computer screen including email, documents, and 

webpages so you can relax your eyes even more.

And ZoomText 10 is jam packed with exciting features and add-ons that extend ZoomText's 

usefulness beyond your computer. These add-ons include the ZoomText Camera, ZoomText Large-

Print Keyboard and ZoomText ImageReader.

ZoomText is the world's leading screen magnifier and reader on the market today. Learn more and 

download a free 60-day trial (available in over 20 languages) at   www.aisquared.com/ZoomText.

Contact your local dealer for pricing

iOS Apps

ZoomReader - $19.99 on the iTunes App Store
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injrsday In his 23rd season as n» coach of the Utah Jazz urked another npptt in a :,v ng landscape 

that has i st some of its most fam*ar i ices « recent months.



Since October, the longest ' toured head coaches In three

hor American sports have left . I - posts, first. Bobby Cox retired as manager of the Atlanta Braves 

after nearly 21 consecutive seasons-a stretch that m

An

OCR app for the iPhone (4 or newer), iPad (with Retina Display), iPad Mini, and iPod Touch (5th 

generation) that lets you turn printed materials into electronic text that's instantly read aloud!

ZoomContacts - $4.99 on the iTunes App Store

Search... 41 + Account, Test

Alice, Alicia

Allegheny, Ambi...

Alsace, Alphabet
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A large-print contact manager app for theiPad. All of your contacts are presented to you in large text 

and high contrast color combinations. Adding to your address book and looking up contacts is now a 

breeze!

Learn more about these great apps at   mobile.aisquared.com.

Dealers

Go to   www.aisquared.com/dealers to find a dealer near you. Our products are available in over 20 

languages and sold in more than 40 countries across the globe. Our dealers provide a full range of 

services for our product line including installation, configuration, training, and technical assistance.

languages and sold in more than 40 countries across the globe. Our dealers provide a full range of 

services for our product line including installation, configuration, training, and technical assistance.

ZoomText





Large-Print Keyboard 
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Large-Print Keyboards



Round out your low vision workstation

ZoomText Large-Print Keyboard (for the PC)

Designed for anyone who struggles to see the lettering on their keyboard, the ZoomText Large-Print 

Keyboard makes typing faster and easier than ever before.

Each key and button label is easy to see, even in

low light, thanks to its 36-point text and high-contrast color schemes.

Plus, you have quick one-touch access to ZoomText's main features.

The keyboard is available in a variety of languages. Learn more at w ww.a i sq ua red .co m/Key boa 

rd.

Mac Large-Print Keyboard Solutions

Minimize your typing errors and reduce youi eyestrain with these high quality Apple keyboards, 

enhanced with high contrast markings that will last and last. Choose from three high contrast color 

schemes.

Already have an Apple keyboard? Our Large-Print Keyboard Skins are designed to convert your 

current keyboard to large print for easy viewing, plus it protects your keyboard from liquids, dust, and 

debris.

Learn more at   www.aisquared.com/MacKeyboard.

ZoomText Camera

The portable and affordable CCTV alternative

This ZoomText 10 add-on allows you to magnify printed items and other objects right on your 

computer screen - including bills, magazines, photographs, medicine labels, craft items, and more - 

giving you a portable and affordable CCTV alternative.

We've custom designed two camera stands that perfectly complement the included Logitech HD 

webcam, making positioning a breeze. Choose between clamp or tabletop designs - they are so 

lightweight and portable, you can take them with you wherever you go.

The stands feature a detachable arm that quickly lifts out of the base for maximum portability. The arm



fits into either stand; perfect if you purchase the package that includes both stands! Plus, the arm 

conveniently swivels out of the way when you need extra desk space.

The ZoomText Camera package comes completely pre-assembled. Just take it out of the box, plug in 

the USB cord, and you're good to go.



Learn more at   www.aisquared.com/Camera.

Contact your local dealer for pricing

Contact your local dealer for pricing
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ZoomText ImageReader

Low vision access to printed text

ZoomText ImageReader allows you to capture and read text from all types of printed materials. Place 

a document, book or other printed item under the included HD document camera and press the 

capture command. A few seconds later, the text appears in a choice of large, high-contrast fonts and 

is read aloud in natural-sounding voices that are pleasant to listen to.

5REBHSB 1: Welcome to ZoomText ImageReader

ZoomText ImageReader is an important productivity tool for the visually impaired that allows you to 

capture and read text from all types

ImageReader can also capture and read text from image files, the Windows Clipboard, or from an 

area on your screen; perfect for reading graphical text from electronic documents and webpages.

ImageReader's unique document positioning mat allows for quick and accurate positioning of items in 

the camera's view. The mat folds for compact storage and transporting, but instantly lies flat when 

unfolded onto your table or work surface.

Localizations will be coming soon! Learn more at   www.aisquared.com/lmageReader.

ZoomText Mac

The world's best magnification software for the visually impaired, now available on the Mac!

ZoomText Mac is a powerful computer access solution designed for Mac users who are visually 

impaired.
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Through a combination of magnification and smooth enhancements to colors, pointers and cursors, ZoomText Mac makes using the computer fun and enjoyable, even when you have a visual impairment.

Now you will be able to see everything on your Mac, and have complete access to applications, 

documents, email and the Internet.

ZoomText Mac is localized into French, German, and Spanish, with more languages on the way.

Learn more and download a free 30-day trial at   www.aisquared.com/Mac.

Contact your local dealer for pricing

Existing ZoomText 10 user? Ask for your discount!

Contact your local dealer for pricing

ZoomText Mac Add-ons

Large-Print Keyboard     Large-Print Keyboard Skins


